Reticulate evolution on a global scale: a nuclear phylogeny for New World Dryopteris (Dryopteridaceae).
Reticulate, or non-bifurcating, evolution is now recognized as an important phenomenon shaping the histories of many organisms. It appears to be particularly common in plants, especially in ferns, which have relatively few barriers to intra- and interspecific hybridization. Reticulate evolutionary patterns have been recognized in many fern groups, though very few have been studied rigorously using modern molecular phylogenetic techniques in order to determine the causes of the reticulate patterns. In the current study, we examine patterns of branching and reticulate evolution in the genus Dryopteris, the woodferns. The North American members of this group have long been recognized as a classic example of reticulate evolution in plants, and we extend analysis of the genus to all 30 species in the New World, as well as numerous taxa from other regions. We employ sequence data from the plastid and nuclear genomes and use maximum parsimony (MP), maximum likelihood (ML), Bayesian inference (BI), and divergence time analyses to explore the relationships of New World Dryopteris to other regions and to reconstruct the timing and events which may have led to taxa displaying reticulate rather than strictly branching histories. We find evidence for reticulation among both the North and Central/South American groups of species, and our data support a classic hypothesis for reticulate evolution via allopolyploid speciation in the North America taxa, including an extinct diploid progenitor in this group. In the Central and South American species, we find evidence of extensive reticulation involving unknown ancestors from Asia, and we reject deep coalescent processes such as incomplete lineage sorting in favor of more recent intercontinental hybridization and chloroplast capture as an explanation for the origin of the Latin American reticulate taxa.